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News from the University of Dallas Eugene Constantin Rome Campus at Due Santi

UD Rome Program to Celebrate 40th Anniversary

Who are these crazy people?  We will have to ask Irving to identify them.



Looking back to the beginning of UD’s
Rome program in academic year 1970-
71 I am most struck by the improve-
ments in setting and curriculum that
have occurred since that origin. 

The first Rome campus was a convent.
The School Sisters of Notre Dame, I
believe it was, realized their
Generalate Convent having suffered a
decline in novitiates to the order, now
found themselves with space they
wanted to put to good use. The Sisters
graciously offered two of their three
floors for dormitories as well as class-
rooms, a student lounge, and living
areas for several teachers. They then
went the further mile of offering the
labors of several of the Sisters to run a
cafeteria for students and faculty.
When you note that these Sisters were
accustomed to a prayerful, contempla-

tive life in this setting you appreciate
their charity in welcoming into their
home some sixty first-semester sopho-
mores. When you take into account
that after the Italian manner every floor
was marble paved, you’d have to say
their charity was prodigious, since
sound has been known to carry over
marble and UD sophomores have been
known to generate sound. And they
did. The forbearance of the Sisters was
stretched if I recall, but it never broke.
Even so the relocation of the campus
subsequently to a paid lodging put us
on a more comfortable footing in some
ways. Then the construction of our
own campus made for ease and some
say, comparative luxury. 

The location of the campus site also
made for a great improvement in the
nearby scenery and maybe as well in

convenience to the places everyone
visits in the city. The convent was situ-
ated far out on Via Aurelia just on the
city side of the circulare, and, although
the present site is remote enough, the
public transportation seems to be much
better now. We would find ourselves
stranded in the city once the buses
stopped their infrequent runs. At times
the faculty—the most notable offend-
ers in this respect—would have to
phone back to the convent to be
brought home in the one car owned by
the Sisters.

Over time the most welcome improve-
ment has been in the number of faculty
and the variety of courses. During that
first year there were in the first semes-
ter just two fulltime faculty and two
teaching partial loads. Fr. Damien
Fandal served as Director and taught
theology and philosophy. Monsignor
Fiorliti taught Italian in several sec-
tions, my wife taught art history, and I
taught the six-hour Western Civ.
Course. Lit. Trad.  III, and American
Politics. That’s all there was until the
next semester when an adjunct Chris
Ciembronowicz came over to help
teach Lit. Trad. III. The faculty
increased year by year over these prim-
itive conditions, so that now there are
many more courses accommodating a
wider variety of students whatever
their major.

But the most important gain of all has
been in the arrangements for taking
advantage of opportunities to connect
the book learning with tours of historic
and artistic monuments. Luckily even
in the pioneering days we had the ben-
efit of Lyle Novinki’s extended visits
each semester when he would make his
learning available during the ten day
tour of Greece. He became a one- man
institution, a happy commute which
continued for several years, or maybe
decades for all I know. Consequently
we did right by the students from the
first as regards combining the Greece
tour of Athens, Corinth, and Nauplia
with the classroom study of Greek   

––– continued on p. 3
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THE GENESIS OF THE UD
ROME PROGRAM

by Dr. John Alvis
Associate Professor of  English

And I wonder what year this lovely photo was snapped?  Perhaps Sybil can tell me as
she sent it to me.
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continued from p. 2
history, literature, and art. But we did-
n’t do well at all by Rome and other
cities of Italy. Students were by and
large left on their own to acquaint
themselves with Rome and there were
no college sponsored trips to Florence,
Venice, Naples and Pompeii, or other
cities. Remarkably some students did
learn these towns with their churches
and museums. And almost all of them
eventually found their way to most of
the important sites in Rome itself. But
the difference between our sporadic
efforts the first year and the care that
has evolved in coordinating travel in

later years is more than a matter of
degree. Now, as I understand it, the
curriculum has become all of a piece.
The tours of the monuments appear
now to be as thoroughly thought out as
the classroom lectures, and the teachers
have planned the tours to more or less
coincide with the material being stud-
ied in Western Civ.

Everyone has heard it said that the
Rome semester provides the natural
focus for an education that seeks to
impart understanding of the meeting of
Greek thought and Christian belief.
This is true and it is fitting that study in

the core nears its completion in the city
that made its great contribution by
transmitting that heritage from the
Hellenic and Judaeo-Christian sources
of thought, art, and worship. But you if
you come to know something of the
programs other colleges conduct in
Rome you will realize that the hoped
for benefits will not be produced just
by the location. The development of
UD’s Rome program has demonstrated
to me how much thinking and how
much work is required in addition to
merely relocating to Rome if students
are to make a beginning in assimilating
their heritage.      

Trying to get a larger version of this hilarious phot so we can use it as it’s too small and that’s making it blurry



I went to Rome a 12-year-old neophyte in 1981 and was
quickly permeated by the cultural riches of the Eternal City
and the intellectual ones of the University of Dallas campus
itself.  Starry-eyed, I soaked up the sunsets and watched the
bats take wing across the terra-cotta roof tiles of my family’s
“penthouse” apartment on the Via del Pescaccio.  (If you
have lived at or visited that iteration of UD’s Rome program,
you know exactly how much of a joke that last statement
was!)  Horrified, I witnessed the farmers’ annual burning of
the fields around the property, seeing only destruction in
what was a time-honored process of fertilization and weed-
control.  Don’t tell my mother, but I was thrilled to partici-
pate, several times, in festivities honoring Groundhog Day
and other such obscure holidays at the ruins of a villa
rumored to have belonged to Benito Mussolini’s mistress
behind the campus with my father, Dr. Jim Fougerousse, and
the students.  I listened to lectures and discussions, partici-
pated in trips around Italy and to Greece, and read classics
far beyond my years – Mom didn’t mind this part of my edu-
cation.

Inhabitants of the University of Dallas Rome Campus in the
eighties, as I was during my own Rome semester in the Fall
of 1987, were treated to a cultural smorgasbord so diverse
that perhaps only those associated with UD Rome can com-
prehend it.  There was a true feeling of community among
the faculty, staff, and students, as together we experienced
the non sequiturs of life in the Eternal City and beyond:
gelato in Piazza Navona… lines from the Iliad recited in
ancient Greek in the fortress at Mycenae… the varied exper-
tises of Franco and Maria Guerrini, Franco and Lucia
Pandolfi, and the inimitable Francesco Stoppini… the inde-
scribable majesty of St. Peter’s Basilica, with inscriptions 6
feet tall inside the dome (Tu es Petrus, et super hanc petram
aedificabo ecclesiam meam…) and the circular, red por-
phyry stone on which Charlemagne knelt to be crowned
Holy Roman Emperor by Pope Leo III on Christmas night of
the year 800... Dr. Foug guest lecturing about barbarians in
Western Civ. Class while wearing a Viking helmet… the fact
that, on forms of public transportation in Italy, one’s person-
al space begins an inch below the skin’s surface…
“Appenine wire-tailed squirrels” running up tree trunks in
the rose garden… the stunning vista and peaceful spirit of
St. Francis monastery in Assisi… roasted sheep’s heads –
complete with eyeballs - in the seaside restaurants of
Nafplion… reading and discussing The Confessions of St.
Augustine in four (!) of the five core classes offered…  What
more can I say?

It is said that all roads lead to Rome.  In closing, I feel com-
pelled to add a rather non-original, yet nonetheless true, sen-
timent: these are not one-way streets, but roundabouts which
lead Rome right back into our hearts.  I discovered this when
I moved to the Rome Campus again as an Assistant to the
Director, with my husband Jeff, in 1991. In my poem “Sono
Ritornata a Roma,” I wrote: “Heavy like honey, / Sunset
drops down through the umbrella pines / As the golden city
gathers me in….”  I was once again home, as are we all any-
time we revisit the Eternal City.  Once a Romer, always a
Romer.  Pax et bonum.
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Heavy like Honey… the University of  Dallas Rome
Campus in the 1980s

by Lisa Fougerousse Mobus, Rome Student in Fall 1998

Is this the Via del Pescaccio Campus and who is this?

The Forum Romanum
UD Rome Campus at Due Santi:

Editor-in-Chief:
Dr. Laura Flusche

Contributing Editor:
Dr. Peter Hatlie



The period surrounding 1990 was the period of greatest
change in the UD Rome program: Jim Fougerousse, its leg-
endary director, left UD and Rome, the campus moved three
times in just a few years, and UD succeeded in transforming
a villa of about twelve acres into a magnificent and perma-
nent campus. Now the UD program would be housed in style!

While the beauty and marvelous facilities of the new campus
cannot be mistaken, the challenge for the program was to
retain the remarkable spirit it had enjoyed under
Fougerousse's direction. UD owes its greatest debt to Randy
Irlbeck in this regard, but directors Whalen and Norris also
helped transmit what was best about the old program to the
new campus. The comforts of the campus were not permitted
to replace the joy of Rome or the intellectual and spiritual
excitement it could and must arouse if it is to make any sense
that students be sent there as an essential part of their
Catholic liberal arts education. Sure, the trip into Rome was
very different from the campuses at Via del Pescaccio,
Vitinia, Manziana, and Due Santi, and so were the particular
characteristics of each campus, but the basic curriculum
remained constant as the location changed. And of course
Professor Lyle Novinski paid regular visits to each campus
and to Greece, thus providing further continuity.

Still, it would be wrong not to note the excitement of the long
transition to a permanent campus at Due Santi. Although the
move was not made until the frenzied days of early June
1994, just in time for wonderful week-long inauguration

complete with academic program, the search for a new cam-
pus had begun as early as six years earlier; and in June 1989
my family - even as our third daughter was being born in
Rome - had the good fortune to be moved into the villa as
house-sitters, along with the family of Adele and Vincenzo
Romano, even though the University did not yet own the
property and the program itself was housed in Vitinia, about
25 kilometers of hectic Roman traffic away. While the stu-
dents were exploring Rome and taking trains all over Europe,
I helped Vincenzo put a primitive heating system into the
neglected villa, distilled grappa, and was guilty of many
amusing miscommunications in a language I had not yet
studied much. It was a slip of my wife's, however, that reaped
her a bounty of birthday presents, even though it was not her
birthday. It was typical of my experience in those happy years
that a smile and a nod would often bring something good,
even if I did not know what it might be or why it came.

The new campus was not only more beautiful and comfort-
able than its predecessors, but of course it could also help bet-
ter fulfill the traditional goals of the program. The theater, for
example, is a wonderful space that makes it possible not only
to talk about the Hippolytus but also to stage it. And what a
wonderful thing it is that at UD - and only at UD? - there
were students who took the initiative to exploit the theater's
vast potential. I remain amazed and impressed that students
who could have been idling away their time in Rome had the
talent and energy to bring the theater to life. More generally,

–continued on p. 6
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The UD Rome Program in the 1990s
by Dr. Wayne Ambler, Director of  the Rome Program from xxxx - xxxx.

The University of Dallas Due Santi Campus
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continued from p. 5
the new theater and aula magna were used for classes, musical performances, masses, dramas, and group events in general.
The increased availability of indoor and outdoor study areas also makes Due Santi a better place to learn. In the final analy-
sis, I think, the new campus helped make an excellent program even better.

As the facilities of the campus improved, so - less obviously - did those of the Greece trip. In the years before and around
1990, the trip to Greece was a real adventure. The hotels were all primitive - save those restorative three nights in Athens,
where the hot water sometimes worked - and the boats were tiny and miserably-equipped compared to the ΣΥΠΕΡΦΑΣΤ ferry
used in later years. I can't deny that "Greece Trip" always meant "WORRY!" for me, since it abounded in opportunities for
students to enjoy dangerous follies in infinite variety, but I shall never forget the beautiful views from Upper Palamede, the
hikes above Delphi, the mad dashes at Olympia, or the beauty and grandeur of the remaining monuments on the Acropolis.

The challenge for the era circa 1990 was that of taking advantage of new blessings without losing the spirit and purpose that
could justify them. Thanks especially to a steady stream of remarkable students from Irving, I think this challenge was well
met.

UD Rome Students on the Due Santi Campus watch the sun set over Rome
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Beneath the battered arch of Septimius Severus I sat and
proceeded with a wholly unremarkable task in the life of a
college student: taking class notes. My pen was an ordi-
nary pen, my peers regular American kids, but my chair
was a stump of marble carved by strange hands impossibly
long ago, my classroom the ruined heart of a civilization
that once had ruled the world. Amidst the ruins—the scat-
tered hunks of stone, the pillars huddled against a cloudless
February sky—I could almost, almost see the bright pro-
cession Dr. Flusche narrated:  the general, face painted red
like Mars Triumphant, on his chariot, the senators, the sol-
diers, the bound and conquered slaves—all clamorously
proceeding down the Via Sacra to the place where we were
gathered.

Later, I strolled by myself among the ancient stones,
watched leaves swirl in the chill breeze under trees young
compared to the ancient stumps of marble beside which
they grew—stumps that once were the Basilica of Julius
Caesar. 

Then, as I stood and surveyed the Forum, it struck me as a
wonderful contradiction, as it would many times in that
whirlwind of a semester, that I was there at all. There in a
space that seemed to hang in a twilight region between the
solid present and the ephemeral past. I could touch the
same stones, perhaps, that Cicero touched; sit on a block of
marble that once Augustus had looked upon. I was a for-

eigner, coming from across an ocean of space and of time,
trying, in touching weathered stones, to grasp what had
passed.

And yet, I did not feel so much like a foreigner, or an
intruder. With only a handful of Italian words and a smat-
tering of Latin to my name, nevertheless I felt as if this
land, these stones, were somehow mine. Not that they
belonged to me, but that I belonged to them. “Patria!” I
called Rome, and I laid hold of her as a changeling child
might lay hold of his real parents, though strangers to him
and he to them. 

Perhaps it was that I had for years heard from my elder
brothers, both alumni of the University, of the aching beau-
ties and wondrous ruins of Rome, of Greece, of Italy.
Perhaps it was because as a Catholic in the center of the
Catholic world I felt at home. Yes, but it was more, I think.

For I had spent my nights reading the ancients, hearing
Virgil and Homer, Aeschylus, and the Fathers of the
Church ringing in my ears. The days I had passed in the
company of men and women who diligently and faithfully
passed on the conviction that, yes, the past is sacred, and
we ought to be her students. Not only in the Aula Magna
and Aula Minore of the Rome Campus, but in Irving as
well, and then in the Forum itself, which was that day in
February my true Aula Magna. I was a student of Roma,
and she was my teacher.

That time, that place, that world—the Forum and Rome,
but also the rest of ancient Italy and Greece—was the sum-
mit toward which the Core Curriculum tended. To capture
it, to understand it, to know it and the people who built it
and how it in time gave rise to our own world was that for
which I had and would continue to study.

And so, stranger though I was, I did not feel like a stranger;
for despite superficial appearances and accidental circum-
stances, in spirit I was not. I had come as a student not only
to see Rome but to know Rome, to not only understand
from afar, but to walk her streets and touch her holy
relics—and that had made all the difference. I had come
from a great distance, but I had come as a pilgrim, to pay
homage to sacred ground. 

Thus, if we will be students of Rome, let us then, as pil-
grims past and as pilgrims yet to be remember and await
her: Roma sacra!

The Roman Forum, one of the many “classrooms” used
by the UD Rome Program

Antiquitas Sacra
by Jonathan Ricklis

Rome Student, Spring 2009
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Fall ‘09 Students on the UD Rome Experience
My Rome semester has been amaz-
ing.  The only difficulty I’ve had so
far is trying to keep up with our
heavy work load.  But when I do
manage to do all my reading, I find it
enriches the experience far more than
if I’d not done it at all.

Katherine Dautenhahn

One of the greatest advantages of the
Rome semestre is the intimate sense
of community it fosters among stu-
dents.  It is in Rome that each student
gains a familiarity with and an appre-
ciation for fellow classmates he or
she may never have met otherwise,
and it is in Rome  where friends
develop relationships more intimate
and more joyful than they could have
hoped for otherwise.

Joseph Swope

In Rome I’ve grown in ways I would-
n’t have imagined.  I’ve bonded with
my classmates by catching trains,
wandering the streets of Rome, and
studying classic texts on the steps of
ancient Roman monuments.  I’ve
fallen in love with my Catholic faith
by experiencing the sanctity in St.
Peter’s Basilica.  Rome is, above all,
an adventure in every way.

Elizabeth Leland

It amazes me how much each subject
is intertwined.  It is so much more
enjoyable to learn when the literature
and philosophy relate to the art and
architecture being seen.

Mary Deal

An experience as enriching as the
UD Rome semester affects you in
layers.  Thus far, every experience
I’ve had here has been one to write
home about.  For that, I’m very glad.
Even when I am graduated and have
only memories, this semester will
still be affecting me as strongly as it
does today.  I look forward to peeling
away those layers.

Lacy de la Garza

I don’t know if there is a better way
to learn about the art, culture, history,
literature, and religious beliefs of the
western world than by taking advan-
tage of UD’s Rome semester.  After
only one month of class, I have seen
and learned more here than I ever
thought I would.  Every time I visit
Rome, I can’t help but learn some-
thing new.

Michael Hayes

The only word I’ve been able to use
to describe my feelings this semester
is “alive.”  Never before have I been
so full of excitement, so bursting
with wonder that I feel like I could
explode.

Catherine Papania

One of the most powerful experi-
ences to be had this semester is the
realization that you are in the pres-
ence of the greatest artists the world
has seen.  Looking at the sculpture of
Michelangelo, or being mere feet
away from a Caravaggio painting, or
standing at the grave of Bernini –
these experiences impress upon you
an awe and respect for both the skill
and the devotion of these craftsmen.

Lance Wolfe

Speaking as a senior finishing up my
UD career with the Rome semester,
this experience is the culmination of
my educational career.  The classes
and field trips have demonstrated the
coherence of the core, as well as its
value.  The intelligence and charisma
of my fellow students have also
added a lot ¬– I’m having the time of
my life.

Clare Hulseman

I have found in just a few weeks that
all that I have previously learned
dulls in comparison because I learned
then only with my mind and not with
my eyes, hands, and feet.

Grace Ballor


